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(54) [Title of the Invention] Video Game Machine

(57) [Abstract]

[Purpose] Along with achieving miniaturization of

operating parts and a reduction of the number of

components, to provide a video game machine with

good operability that is capable ofimposing behavioral

changes on the characters therein.

[Constitution] A configuration has been employed that

provides a pressing member 43 1 that a player

manipulates, a piezoelectric element 433 that converts

the intensity of the push pressure force into level

voltage, a detection means 71 for detecting voltage

levels from this level voltage, a converter 72 that outputs

a corresponding INT signal according to this voltage

level, a controller 73 that causes the amount of

behavioral change corresponding to each of these INT
signals to be performed by a character, and a monitor 5

for displaying a game screen with the image signal of

controller 73.

[callouts:]

71 Detection means

71 1 Double rectifier circuit

712 Peak hold circuit

721 A/D converter

72 Converter

722 Decoder

73 Controller

6 Speaker

5 Monitor
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[Scope of Patent Claims]

[Claim 1] A video game machine, wherein a video game machine that imposes behavioral

changes on the characters on its display screen, placed to be push pressure operation-capable on a

console operating surface, is equipped with a push pressure member that is displaced according to

push pressure action, a piezoelectric element that generates a level voltage according to the striking

force exerted on the aforementioned push pressure member, a detection means to detect the

operation timing and voltage level from the voltage generated by the aforementioned piezoelectric

element and a movement control means that, along with imposing behavior changes on the

aforementioned characters in synchronization with the operation timing from the aforementioned

detection means, modifies the amount of the aforementioned behavior change according to the

aforementioned voltage level.

[Claim 2] The video game machine as set forth in Claim 1 , wherein the aforementioned

piezoelectric clement is inside the aforementioned console and is affixed within the displacement

range of the aforementioned push pressure member.

[Claim 3) The video game machine as set forth in Claim 2, wherein a push pressure force

transmission member comprising a pouch in which a liquid is enclosed is disposed between the

aforementioned piezoelectric element and the aforementioned push pressure member.

[Claim 4] The video game machine as set forth in Claims 1, 2, or 3, wherein the aforementioned

movement control means outputs a prohibit signal to the aforementioned detection means during the

action of a character and the aforementioned detection means will not perform a voltage level

detection operation while this prohibit signal is being outputted.

[Detailed Explanation of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Field of Application] The present invention relates to a video game machine that

imposes changes in behavior such as movements or shootings on characters according to the

• operation of the player.

[0002]

[Prior Art] There have been numerous instances in conventional video game machines where the

amount ofcharacter movement that could normally be controlled with a single operation was

constant For this reason, when varying the amount of movement was necessary, a control format

was adopted in which the length of the push pressure duration ofa switch would be altered or the

amount ofmovement would be modified by installing a plurality of switches whose amount of

movement was predetermined and then selecting and pressing any of the switches.

[0003]

(Problems the Invention is to Solve] In the control format described above in which the amount of

change in the movement a character has was altered by multiple switches, a large amount ofspace is

required on the operating part to install the switches. Additionally, in the control format described

above, it is necessary to conduct operations such as pressing to select the switch for the desired

amount ofmovement because the amount of time to press the switch to change the movement

amount is extended, so this takes additional time, which makes it difficult to act with the proper

timing to coordinate with the quick movements of characters.

[0004] The present invention is one that has taken the aforementioned problems into

consideration, and its object is to provide a video game machine with good operabtlity that along

with achieving miniaturization ofoperating pans and a reduction of the number ofcomponents, is

capable of imposing behavioral changes on the characters therein.
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[0005]

[Means ofSolving the Problems] The invention as set forth in Claim 1 has employed a

configuration in which the video game machine that imposes behavioral changes on the characters

on its display screen, placed to be push pressure operation-capable on a console operating surface, is

equipped with a push pressure member that is displaced according to push pressure action, a

piezoelectric element that generates a level voltage according to the striking force exerted on the

aforementioned push pressure member, a detection means to detect the operation timing and voltage

level from the voltage generated by the aforementioned piezoelectric element, and a movement

control means that, along with imposing behavior changes on the aforementioned characters in

synchronization with the operation timing from the aforementioned detection means, modifies the

amount of the aforementioned behavior change according to the aforementioned voltage leveL

[0006] The invention as set forth in Claim 2 has employed a configuration is which the

aforementioned piezoelectric element is inside the aforementioned console and is affixed within the

displacement range of the aforementioned push pressure member

[0007] The invention as set forth in Claim 3 has employed a configuration in which a push

pressure force transmission member comprising a pouch in which a liquid is enclosed is disposed

between the aforementioned piezoelectric element and the aforementioned push pressure member.

[0008] The invention as set forth in Claim 4 has employed a configuration in which the

aforementioned movement control means outputs a prohibit signal to the aforementioned detection

means during the action ofa character and the aforementioned detection means will not perform a

voltage level detection operation while this prohibit signal is being outputted.

[0009]

[Operation ofthe Invention] With the invention as set forth in Claim 1, when pressure is exerted

on the push pressure member, the piezoelectric element generates level voltage according to this

push pressure force and because the detection means detects the voltage level from this level

voltage, the movement control means causes the characters to move by an amount corresponding to

this voltage leveL

[0010] With the invention as set forth in Claim 2, the push pressure member is displaced by the

push pressure force and makes contact with the piezoelectric element, and push pressure force is

exerted on this piezoelectric element

[001 1 ] With the invention as set forth in Claim 3, if the push pressure member is displaced by

push pressure force, and this push pressure force is slightly relaxed by the push pressure force

transmission part and exerted on the piezoelectric element

[001 2] With the invention as set forth in Claim 4, the detection means will not perform the

operation of detecting level signals because the movement control means outputs a prohibit signal

during character movement

[0013]

[Embodiments] Fig. 4 is an overview of the video game machine pertaining to the present

invention. This video game machine 1 is equipped with an insertion opening 3 to insert coins, an

operating panel part 4 in the center of the front part where the various operating parts are mounted, a

monitor 5 to display the game screen, and speakers 6 to generate the sound effects corresponding to

the status of the games, all on the console 2. There is a start button 41 that starts the games, a joy

stick 42 to select the direction of the character movement, and the aforementioned pushbutton

switch 43 pressed by the player to perform such character operations as movement, jumping,
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shooting and attacking according to the specifics of the game on the aforementioned

operating panel 4.

[0014] Fig. 1 shows the block structure of the aforementioned video game machine 1.

This video game machine 1 is equipped with a pushbutton switch 43 that generates level

voltage corresponding to the push pressure force of the pressing operation by the player,

a detection means 71 for waveform shaping of this level voltage, a converter 72 that

converts analog signals subject to waveform shaping into INT signals as described later,

and a controller 73 that is synchronized with these INT signals and performs changes in

movement, including movement corresponding to characters on the monitor 5, and the

aforementioned movement control means comprises this converter 72 and controller 73.

[001 S] As shown in Fig. 2, the aforementioned pushbutton switch 43 includes a tubular

body 430 inserted into the fitting 21 1 formed in the operation support part 21 ofconsole 2

that supports operating panel 4, a push pressure member 43 1 that can be plunged into

operating panel 4 inside tubular body 430 by a player striking it to apply pressure, a push

pressure force transmission part 432 that slightly relieves the push pressure force exerted

on this push pressure member 431, a piezoelectric element 433 that generates level

voltage corresponding to the push pressure force exerted from this push pressure force

transmission part 432, and a coil spring 434 for mounting push pressure member 43

1

toward the initial position prior to operation.

[001 6] The aforementioned push pressure member 43 1 is made of a columnar member

and comprises the top 43 la and the lip 43 lb underneath, so it will not slip out oftubular

body 430. Push pressure force transmission part 432 comprises a synthetic resin

columnar container containing a liquid or a gas such as air sealed inside, and is mounted

on the bottom surface of lip 43 1 b. The aforementioned coil spring 434 is inserted into this

push pressure force transmission part 432.

[0017] The gate 430a at the top of the aforementioned tubular body 430, the control

part 430b which controls the amount that push pressure member 43 1 in the center

position is inserted into the position displayed by the dotted line in Fig. 2, and the contact

part 430c immediately above piezoelectric element 433 on the bottom that prevents the

coil spring 434 from slipping out are all formed to protrude from the interior.

[001 8] The aforementioned piezoelectric element 433 has a planar shape that is formed

with electrodes 433a and 433b on both surfaces. There is a slight gap on this piezoelectric

element 433 that is in a position opposing the aforementioned push pressure force

transmission part 432 for the bottom surface 430d of the tubular body 430, and is affixed

when in the contact state, such that signal wires are connected to the aforementioned

electrodes 433a and 433b and the voltage generated between electrodes 433a and 433b is

transmitted to detection means 71. With this configuration, the push pressure force

transmission part 432 is lowered by the push pressure force on the push pressure member

43 1 and when the bottom surface comes into contact (or bumps) the top surface of

piezoelectric element 433, the voltage for the level corresponding to the push pressure

force at the time is extracted from between electrodes 433a and 433b. The level voltage

from piezoelectric element 433 is an alternating current signal generated by the

oscillation and reverberation of piezoelectric element 433.
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[0019] The aforementioned detection means 71 is equipped with a double rectifier

circuit 71 1 and a peak hold circuit 712, such that level voltage signals from piezoelectric

element 433 are inputted to the double rectifier circuit 7 1 1 via the coupling capacitor Cc.

The coupling capacitor Cc cuts the direct current elements on the input side and inputs to

double rectifier circuit 71 1 only those level voltage elements corresponding to the

aforementioned push pressure force. Double rectifier circuit 7 1 1 consists of a diode

bridge or an op-amp and rectifies the input voltage signals for conversion to direct current

signals.

[0020] The peak hold circuit 712 holds the peak value that constitutes the maximum

level from the level voltage signals.

[0021] The converter 72 is equipped with an A/D converter 721 and a decoder 722.

This A/D converter 721 converts analog signals to digital signals and converts the

aforementioned peak voltage held to digital values for output

[0022] Decoder 722 splits (decodes) the aforementioned converted digital signals into n

segments and outputs the INT signals corresponding to each ofthe segments to the

controller 73.

[0023] The aforementioned controller 73 has a microcomputer (hereafter referred to as

CPU) that controls game deployment and is equipped with ROM and RAM to store game

programs and game scores, and a ROM 732 that stores each of the subroutine programs

PROG 1 through PROGn that are read by interrupt These subroutine programs PROG1

through PROGn control a specific amount ofchanges in movement such as character

movement displayed on monitor 5, and are respectively matched to each of the

aforementioned INT signals.

[0024] Additionally, ifany of the subroutine programs PROG1 through PROGn are

selected, controller 73, along with generating the image signals based on the contents of

that program, outputs prohibit signals that prohibit detection operations to the

aforementioned peak hold circuit 712 during the execution of subroutine programs

PROG I through PROGn. As a result, during the execution of the processes in subroutine

programs PROGl through PROGn, it prohibits the operation ofpeak hold circuit 712 and

will not receive the level voltage signal for the subsequent pressing operation input

during that time. In addition, this controller 73 outputs sound effect signals to the

speakers 6 that correspond to the game conditions.

[0025] Next we will explain the operation when playing a basketball game on the video

game machine 1 pertaining to the present invention, based on Figs, 1, 2, 3, 4. Fig. 3 is a

time chart showing the signals of the main parts. In this instance, the lever switch part 42

moves the player
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(character) m the horizontal direction, while pushbutton switch 43 moves hi the vertical

direction. Jumps or subroutine programs PROG I through PROGn are preset such that the

greater the level range applied via INT signals, the greater the amount of thejump,

[0026] First, the player inserts coins into the insertion opening 3 and presses the start

button to start the game. If the player presses the push pressure member 431 hard with the

fmger or hand, the push pressure member 43 1 resists the force ofthe coil spring 434 and

moves in the direction ofarrow F shown in Fig. 2. This results in the bottom surface of

the push pressure force transmission part 432 pressing on the piezoelectric element 433

so an alternating current signal for the level voltage corresponding to the intensity ofthe

push pressure force between the electrodes 433a and 433b is generated.

[0027] This alternating current signal passes through the coupling capacitor Cc and is

inputted to double rectifier circuit 71 1 when the waveform is as shown in Fig. 3(a), with

direct current signals oinputted to this output side as shown in (b) of the same figure.

Also, the peak value Vm for the direct current signals is held by peak hold circuit 71 2 to

become the voltage Vm level signal shown in (c) ofthe same figure (hereafter referred to

as peak hold signal). This peak hold signal is converted to a digital voltage value Vm by

A/D converter 721 and decoder 722 specifies if it is relevant to any of the level regions (1

through n) shown in Fig. 3(d) by classifying this voltage value Vm, and then outputs the

INT signal INTm corresponding to this level region,

[0028] Controller 73 reads the subroutine program PROGm corresponding to the input

rNT signal INTm from the ROM 732 and generates image signals for the player tojump

by only the amount specified in this program PROGm Monitor 5 displays the player

jump from this image signal at a height of Hm, as shown in Fig. 1.

[0029] During the jump, from the start ofthe playerjump to landing, controller 73

transmits a prohibit signal to peak hold circuit 712. This prohibit signal causes peak hold

circuit 7 12 to interrupt the level voltage Vm output and enters into the state ofwaiting for

signal input in the next operation.

[0030] Next, ifpush pressure member 431 is operated lightly, the peak value held by

peak hold circuit 712 is the small voltage value VI. As a result, control signal ENTl is

outputted corresponding to small voltage value from decoder 722. In this case, controller

73 calls up subroutine program PROG1 corresponding to this control signal ENTl to

generate an image signal so a small playerjump with a height of Hi is displayed on the

image of the monitor 5.

[0031] In addition to basketball, the video game machine relating to the present

invention can be applied to soccer, boxing, or combat games. In this case, push pressure

force is adjusted to change in stages for the strength of the shot or punch. The video game

machine pertaining to the present invention applies to shooting games, but the destructive

power of the characters can be modified by adding or decreasing the push pressure force

by the player, and so is not limited to video games related to the sports described above.

6

[0032] Also, we illustrated in the aforementioned embodiment an instance in which the

piezoelectric element 433 is affixed to the bottom surface 430d of the tubular body 430,

but a configuration may be chosen that affixes piezoelectric element 433 to the bottom of

the push pressure member 431 and causes push pressure force transmission part 432 to be

interposed between it and the bottom surface 430d. According to this configuration, once

a player presses down on push pressure member 43 1 , piezoelectric element 433 moves

down and makes contact with the bottom surface 430d of the tubular body 430 via the

push pressure force transmission part 432. As a result, piezoelectric clement 433 is

subjected to push pressure force from bottom surface 430d via the push pressure force

transmission part 432 and level voltage is produced between the electrodes 433a and

433b in the same manner as the aforementioned embodiment- If the mounting position of

piezoelectric element 433 is set in this manner, position alignment between push pressure

member 43 1 and piezoelectric element 433 is unnecessary and the assembly of

pushbutton switch 43 is easier.

[0033] Furthermore, in the aforementioned embodiment decoder 722 is configured to

be placed differently from controller 73. but the digital output signals of A/D converter

721 maybe directly inputted to the controller, and decoder 722 functions can be realized

with CPU 73 1 inside controller 73.

[0034] Moreover, the aforementioned push pressure force transmission part 432

prevents damage from the impact of the push pressure member 43 1 and the piezoelectric

element 433, so it should possess an appropriate amount of flexibility and may be a solid

material such as rubber or synthetic resin.

[0035]

[Effect ofthe Invention] With the invention as set forth in Claim 1 , there is a

piezoelectric element that generates level voltage corresponding to the push pressure

force of the push pressure member, and because it employs a configuration that alters the

amount of changes in movement for characters according to the voltage level of this

piezoelectric element, the desired amount ofcharacter behavioral change can be

performed with the push pressure force ofthe player. Because it is also possible, in this

manner, to impose a variety ofbehavioral changes on a character merely with a pressing

operation on a single push pressure member, space savings are achieved on the operation

surface of the console as well as being able to make considerable improvements m

operability.

[0036] Because the invention as set forth in Claim 2 employs a configuration in which

a piezoelectric element is affixed within the displacement range of the push pressure

member, the signal wire from the piezoelectric element will not move and failures such

as short circuits are limited.

[0037] Because the invention as set forth in Claim 3 employs a configuration in which

the push pressure force transmission part is interposed between the piezoelectric element

and the push pressure member, push pressure force exerted on the piezoelectric element

is slightly alleviated and damage to the piezoelectric element is limited.

[0038] Because the invention as set forth in Claim 4 employs a configuration in which

the detection means will not perform a detection operation during the movement of a

character.
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it will not accept the subsequent pressing operation until the behavioral change [Description of Symbols]

ofthe character corresponding to the previous pressing operation has been I Video game machine

completed, which makes it possible to choose a video game machine in which 2 Console

character movements are performed normally and the player is not caused to 3 Insertion opening

experience of a sense ofdisorientation. 4 Operating panel

[BriefExplanation ofthe Drawings] 5 Monitor

[Fig. 1] A block structural diagram of the video game machine pertaining to 43 Pushbutton switch

the present invention, 71 Detection means

[Fig. 2] A cross-section diagram of the essential elements of the pushbutton 72 Converter

switch. 73 Controller

[Fig. 3] Shows waveforms or a operation description for each part in Fig. 1, in 431 Push pressure member

which (a) is the input waveform ofthe double rectifier circuit, (b) is the output 433 Piezoelectric element

waveform of the double rectifier circuit, (c) is the output waveform of the peak

hold circuit, and (d) is an operation description ofthe decoder operation.

[Fig. 4] A conceptual diagram of the video game machine pertaining to the

present invention.

[Hg. 1]

[cal louts:]

71 Detection means

7 1 1 Double rectifier circuit

712 Peak hold circuit

721 A/D converter

72 Converter

722 Decoder

73 Controller

6 Speaker

5 Monitor

[callouts:]

To signal processor
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